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SCRAP
NEWSLETTER

FOR
DID YOU
KNOW...
...that March 14 is Save a
Spider Day? In honour of
our eight legged friends, we
compiled a few facts that
you may or may not know
about them.

SPIDER FACTS
A single spider can produce
up to seven different
types of silk.
The UK’s biggest spider is the
Raft Spider, with legs
measuring three inches long.
The study of spiders dates
back to the first British
expert Dr Thomas Muffet.
Some believe it was his
daughter who sat on a
tuffet in the nursery rhyme

CASH
At Alan’s Skip Hire Ltd, we are always
looking for ways to improve our service for
our customers, which is why we are letting
you know of our sister company’s brand new
scrap metal and waste electrical recycling
facility.
ASH North West, located on Dunkirk Way,
next to CostCo, between Chester and
Ellesmere Port, is specially equipped to deal
with all kinds of metal – stainless steel,
aluminium, lead, copper, brass, steel and
many more.

too. All you have to do is bring your scrap to
their recycling facility where it will be
digitally weighed to give you the most
accurate price. For large quantities, they’ll
even collect.
So, if you have some scrap metal lying around
that you fancy recycling into cash, then
please phone 0800 988 5485, or
alternatively drop in at ASH North West,

What’s more, they even pay the very best
prices and have instant payment available

Dunkirk Way, Chester, CH1 6LZ

103.4, quite possibly our new favourite number at
the minute, as that is the FM frequency you need to
tune your radio to in order to listen to our brand
new Alan’s Skips’ and ASH North West adverts.

So keep your ears peeled, as they say in the
industry, for our new ads coming to a sound
wave near you soon.

for the best prices for your scrap metal.

ALAN’S SKIPS ♥
(FM) THE RADIO

With over 71,000 listeners, Heart FM is
one of the UK’s most popular commercial radio
stations and here at Alan’s Skips, we are proud to
be associated with the national brand that
has a local heart.

In a crisis, the PM could always
rely on his Bin Doctor
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